
 



  



 



Can I compare life today (during Covid-19) with WW2?  Read through the various information in and compare the 

similarities and differences between the two times – find 3 things that are similar (or more ) and 3 things that are 

different (or more).  One has been done for you.  Use your bullet point skills you learnt yesterday. 

Similarities Differences 

The Covid-19 is effecting nearly every country in the 
world and so did WW2 

WW2 was a fight between countries, Covid-19 is a fight 
against a virus. 

__________________________________________ 

Some people are wearing face masks today, back 
then everyone carried a gas mask 

__________________________________________ 

__________________________________________ 

Shops were half empty of things to buy and what was 
available was rationed – we have had toilet paper 
shortages and also we can’t buy yeast at the moment 

__________________________________________ 

The peaceful routine of everyday life was shattered 
but now things are still peaceful but the normal 
routine is shattered. 

__________________________________________ 

 

__________________________________________ 

Children and some women were evacuated to the 
countryside BUT we have some people who have to 
stay home and aren’t allowed away from home at all 
which is similar but also different to then 

__________________________________________ 

There are no Bomber planes flying over and we do 
not have to black out our windows. 

__________________________________________ 

 

There may have been different similarities and differences but these are some of the ones we found from the 
sheet we provided. 

 

Your 5 facts that you liked will vary of course 

  



Code breakers 

Break the code using the information below.  Find each coded 

letter on the top row, and read down to break the code. 

 

CBWLBWV QELOP NPBWV TW OWQXMJYBEW BP T ROXM VEEL ZTM YE DOOJ POQXOYP. 

Finding codes using an encryption is a very good way to keep secrets. 

YHO OWBVFT FTQHBWO ZTP QXOTYOL UM TXYHNX PQHOXUBNP. 

The enigma machine was created by Arthur Scherbius. 

OWQXMJYBEWP ZHOXO QEFFEWSM NPOL BW ZTXP YE BWCEXF NWBYP EC YTQYBQP 

TWL OWOFM JEPBYBEWP. 

Encryptions where commonly used in wars to inform units of tactics and enemy positions. 

YHOXO ZOXO HNWLXOLP EC JOEJSO ZHE ZEXDOL EW OWQXMJYBEW FTQHBWOP YE 

BWYOXQOJY OWOFM FOPPTVOP. 

There were hundreds of people who worked on encryption machines to intercept enemy 

messages.  

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 

X I F K O M Z H Q P J D Y U E S C V L A B G N R T W 



  



 



What games did children play on VE Day? 
 
There were no computers during the war as they had not been invented yet.  Here are some of the games 
that children played.  How many do you recognise? 
 

Name of game What do we call it now? How is it played 

Hopscotch Hopscotch By hopping and jumping in 
patterns chalked on the paths 
outside 

Four Square  
XX 

4 Players stand in 4 squares 
linked together.  A ball is passed 
or bounced between them in 
whatever order has been agreed 
prior to the game.  E.g. odd 
numbers then evens 

Jump Rope  
Skipping 

Same as today 
 
 

Marbles  
Marbles 

Two players try to hit each 
other’s marbles on the floor by 
aiming along the ground. If you 
hit theirs it became yours 
 

Red Rover Red Rover  
Similar to bulldog but less 

aggressive 

Two teams face each other 
holding hands. One team selects 
one from the other team and they 
have to run across and try to 
break the chain.  If they do then 
they go back to their team, if they 
don’t then they join that team 
 
 

Statues Statues 
 

One person stands at the front 
and tries to spot those moving 
behind them as they turn around 

Hide and Seek  
Hide and Seek 

Most hide and one tries to find 
them all 
 

Red Light Green Light Grandmothers footsteps 
Or what’s the time Mr Wolf 

One person stands at the front 
and tries to spot those moving 
behind them as they turn around 
 
 

Chutes and Ladders Snakes and Ladders 
 

A board game of chance 
involving a dive and counters 
 

Candy Land  
XX 

A colour themes board game 
 
 

Checkers. Draughts A strategy game for two players 
moving counters diagonally 
across a board 
 
 

 
 

  



  



  



  



 



 



 


